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Paper Bag Monkey
Zoological Notes on the Structure, Affinities, Habits, and Mental Faculties of Wild and Domestic AnimalsThe Monkey's
PawSyllabus SeriesThe White MonkeyHardy Boys 51: The Masked MonkeyPopular Science LibraryPrimary EducationMonkey
Boy to Lunch LadyChamber's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and ArtsThe English Illustrated MagazineLibrary of
universal knowledge, scienceUsing Wordless Picture BooksThe Descent of Man, Volume 1THE MUSIC BUSINESS AND THE
MONKEY BUSINESSTheme-buildingCharles Darwin's Works: The descent of man and seletion in relation to sexThe Ultimate
Cockney Geezer's Guide to Rhyming SlangAnimal IntelligenceThe MonthEaster Crafts to MakeFive Little Monkeys Jumping
on the Bed--Monkey Bread RecipeReading in the WildMonkey OnoJacko and Jumpo KinkytailSource Book in
AnthropologyChambers's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and ArtsCassell's Natural HistoryThe Monkey's
RaincoatChambers's JournalBagheadTHE MONTH. A CATHOLIC MAGAZINE AND REVIEW.Making MasksBanana!Making Toys
for Preschool ChildrenChristian Crafts - Paper Bag PuppetsSemi-scientific LecturesThe Paper Bag BabyThe Living Age The
Living Age Littell's Living Age

Zoological Notes on the Structure, Affinities, Habits, and Mental Faculties of Wild and
Domestic Animals
The Monkey's Paw
Frank and Joe are called upon to find a wealthy industrialist’s son who has mysteriously disappeared. The only clue in the
case leads the two young detectives to South America, where the intrigues of evil adversaries almost cost them their lives.
Only through their courage and perseverance do the Hardys solve one of the toughest cases they have ever tackled.

Syllabus Series
This book provides everything your child needs to make five fun Easter craft projects. Crafts involve cutting out patterns,
adding stickers and assembling them. All your child needs are scissors, glue and crayons. Illustrations.

The White Monkey
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Hardy Boys 51: The Masked Monkey
Popular Science Library
Primary Education
“Elvis Cole provides more fun for the reader than any L.A. private eye to come along in years.”—Joseph Wambaugh WINNER
OF THE ANTHONY AND MACAVITY AWARDS FOR BEST NOVEL • NOMINATED FOR THE EDGAR AND SHAMUS AWARDS FOR
BEST NOVEL Meet Elvis Cole, L.A. Private Eye. . . . He quotes Jiminy Cricket and carries a .38. He’s a literate, wisecracking
Vietnam vet who is determined to never grow up. When quiet Ellen Lang enters Elvis Cole’s Disney-Deco office, she’s lost
something very valuable—her husband and her young son. The case seems simple enough, but Elvis isn’t thrilled. Neither is
his enigmatic partner and firepower, Joe Pike. Their search down the seamy side of Hollywood’s studio lots and sculptured
lawns soon leads them deep into a nasty netherworld of drugs, sex—and murder. Now the case is getting interesting, but
it’s also turned ugly. Because everybody, from cops to starlets to crooks, has declared war on Ellen and Elvis. For Ellen, it
isn’t Funtown anymore. For Elvis, it’s just a living . . . He hopes. Praise for The Monkey's Raincoat “Outstanding characters,
tight plot, and scintillating prose style. . . . This fast-paced story speeds Elvis Cole to a chilling, heart-stopping
ending.”—Mystery Scene “Is Bob Crais good? Put it this way: if they're taking you out to put you against the firing squad
wall, and you want to enjoy your last moments on earth, pass on the last cigarette and ask for an Elvis Cole novel.”—Harlan
Ellison “Far and away the most satisfying private eye novel in years. Grab this one—it's a winner!”—Lawrence Block “The
best private eye novel of the year . . . lots of action; bright, crisp dialogue; and sharply drawn characters.”—The Denver
Post “Robert B. Parker has some competition on his hands. . . . Elvis Cole is an appealing character and Crais's style is fresh
and funny.”—Sue Grafton “In Crais, a new star has appeared on the private eye scene—a dazzling first novel.”—Tony
Hillerman

Monkey Boy to Lunch Lady
From the author of National Book Award finalist Hey, Kiddo. From the author of Good Night, Monkey Boy, the hilarious tale
of a haircut gone awry! One day Josh had a big, brown bag idea: to wear a paper bag over his head. He thought it was a
good idea. His mother did not. Neither did his bus driver, his teacher, or his soccer coach. What could Josh possibly be
hiding? A surprise ending will keep kids giggling–and from taking haircuts into their own hands!
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Chamber's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts
The English Illustrated Magazine
Monkey Ono is not exactly a real monkey, but he really, really wants to go to the beach! So when Beach Day arrives, and
the children who own him forget the bag he's in, Monkey Ono does not take this lying down, like most stuffed animals
would. Oh no, he's got a plan. In fact he's got many, many plans. From riding the family dog to ricocheting through the sky
to diving down the water pipes. All end with hilarious results, but not exactly according to plan. Will Monkey Ono ever get to
the beach?? Only if the beach comes to him J.C. Phillipps’s spirited text and stunning illustrations, done in colorful cut paper
collage, deliver a humorous story with a great message—try and try again!

Library of universal knowledge, science
Using Wordless Picture Books
The Descent of Man, Volume 1
THE MUSIC BUSINESS AND THE MONKEY BUSINESS
Theme-building
Who’s behind that mask? Readers will love creating and wearing masks made out of ordinary household items, such as felt,
paper, cardboard, and Popsicle sticks. This book uses easy instructions and accessible text to teach readers how to make
each mask, including a lion, rabbit, owl, and robot. Bright visuals showcase each step of the process to give readers a clear
idea of their goals. The book begins with a list of materials to set artists up for success. This book is perfect for readers who
like acting or playing dress up, or readers who just love making cool crafts out of everyday objects.
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Charles Darwin's Works: The descent of man and seletion in relation to sex
Edward is the school wheeler-dealer with dreams of becoming a millionaire by the time he's twenty. When he finds a
mysterious package in the park, he ropes two school-mates into a daring scheme, one that catapults them into an
adventure of secrets and intrigue - and his wish seems very close to becoming a reality.

The Ultimate Cockney Geezer's Guide to Rhyming Slang
Animal Intelligence
In Reading in the Wild, reading expert Donalyn Millercontinues the conversation that began in her bestselling book,The
Book Whisperer. While The Book Whisperer revealedthe secrets of getting students to love reading, Reading in theWild,
written with reading teacher Susan Kelley, describes howto truly instill lifelong "wild" reading habits in ourstudents. Based,
in part, on survey responses from adult readers as wellas students, Reading in the Wild offers solid advice andstrategies on
how to develop, encourage, and assess five keyreading habits that cultivate a lifelong love of reading. Alsoincluded are
strategies, lesson plans, management tools, andcomprehensive lists of recommended books. Copublished withEditorial
Projects in Education, publisher of Education Weekand Teacher magazine, Reading in the Wild is packedwith ideas for
helping students build capacity for a lifetime of"wild" reading. "When the thrill of choice reading starts to fade, it's time
tograb Reading in the Wild. This treasure trove of resourcesand management techniques will enhance and improve
existingclassroom systems and structures." —Cris Tovani, secondary teacher, Cherry Creek SchoolDistrict, Colorado,
consultant, and author of Do I Really Haveto Teach Reading? "With Reading in the Wild, Donalyn Miller gives
educatorsanother important book. She reminds us that creating lifelongreaders goes far beyond the first step of putting
good books intokids' hands." —Franki Sibberson, third-grade teacher, Dublin CitySchools, Dublin, Ohio, and author of
Beyond LeveledBooks "Reading in the Wild, along with the now legendary TheBook Whisperer, constitutes the complete
guide to creating astimulating literature program that also gets students excitedabout pleasure reading, the kind of reading
that best preparesstudents for understanding demanding academic texts. In otherwords, Donalyn Miller has solved one of
the central problems inlanguage education." —Stephen Krashen, professor emeritus, University ofSouthern California

The Month
Cooking projects provide a highly motivating, real-life application for learning. This child-friendly recipe is based on a piece
of children's literature. Read the book, and then collaborate to make this delicious food to enjoy together.
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Easter Crafts to Make
Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed--Monkey Bread Recipe
Reading in the Wild
Monkey Ono
Jacko and Jumpo Kinkytail
Source Book in Anthropology
Chambers's Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts
Cassell's Natural History
The Monkey's Raincoat
Following her marriage to Michael Mont, Fleur Forsyte throws herself into the Roaring 20s with the rest of London and takes
life as it comes. But her marriage is haunted by the ghost of a past love affair, and however vibrant Fleur appears, those
closest to her sense her unhappiness. Michael, devoted to Fleur but not blind to her faults, is determined to stand by her
through anything. Will their marriage last, and just how much can Michael forgive?

Chambers's Journal
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Baghead
Offering out-of-the ordinary tales, The Music Business and the Monkey Business by Lynn and Larry Elgart shares a range of
experiences and characters. Humorous and bittersweet with gossipy vignettes, it explores the struggling days of the 1940s
with the brothers Elgart trying to work in business together. It tells how Larry became the more famous brother with the
mega hit Hooked on Swing and narrates what it was like to be an overnight sensation at age sixty. From the high seas to
the Outback, Lynn and Larry give insight into their whirlwind life and music career. With photos included, The Music
Business and the Monkey Business offers a glimpse into being a musician for seventy five years. “I loved the stories. If it’s
not a best seller then the world has turned to s--t!” —Ed Asner

THE MONTH. A CATHOLIC MAGAZINE AND REVIEW.
Making Masks
This series is a teacher's dream--create unique toys and props using everyday, inexpensive materials.

Banana!
Grades PreK-5 -- Expand your Bible lessons with "I made it myself!" craft projects. Easy-to-make puppets for acting out Bible
stories. Includes tips on Bible props, accessories, and scenery.

Making Toys for Preschool Children
In a book about manners by the creator of Chick, two monkeys have a dilemma when there is only one banana to share and
the monkey without the banana does not know the "magic word."

Christian Crafts - Paper Bag Puppets
This companion guide to Wordless/Almost Wordless Picture Books offers hundreds of ideas for using wordless picture books
in the classroom or library. A special author section focuses on ten major authors; another section focuses on recent titles,
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with annotations and bibliographies.

Semi-scientific Lectures
The Paper Bag Baby
The Living Age
Would you Adam and Eve it? Over a hundred years after it was first heard on the streets of Ye Olde London Towne, Cockney
rhyming slang is still going strong, and this book contains the most comprehensive and entertaining guide yet. Presented in
an easy-to-read A to Z format, it explains the meaning of hundreds of terms, from old favourites such as apples and pears
(stairs) and plates of meat (feet) to the more obscure band of hope (soap) and cuts and scratches (matches) through to
modern classics such as Anthea Turner (earner) and Ashley Cole (own goal), as well as providing fascinating background
info and curious Cockney facts throughout. Also included are a series of language tests so that readers can brush up on
their newfound knowledge on their way to becoming a true Cockney Geezer. All in all, The Ultimate Cockney Geezer's Guide
to Rhyming Slang is well worth your bread and honey to have a butcher's.

The Living Age
Littell's Living Age
This early work by William Wymark Jacobs was originally published in 1902 and we are now republishing it with a brand new
introductory biography. Jacobs worked as a clerk in the civil service before turning to writing in his late twenties, publishing
his first short story in 1895. Most of Jacobs' work appeared before the onset of World War I, and although the majority of his
output was humorous in tone, he is best-remembered now for his macabre tales, particularly those contained in his 1902
collection The Lady of the Barge, such as 'The Monkey's Paw' and 'The Toll House'.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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